
 

Gta V Female Character Mods

I'm a huge believer of the light foundation and light makeup, and I'd say that is the standard
guideline we have to use with female character builds. For me it all comes down to finding the right
colors for a good and balanced look. I got downvotes on this, but I'd like to just elaborate on this: I

tried to avoid as much Hannahface as I could while still looking good, and with that I mean a mostly
round face, but not all. You can use too much attention to a part of your character in terms of taking
focus away from other parts. The head models have different shapes that are intended for different

purposes, like for example, the lens is really useful for certain facial features like the eye shape.
Also, the ear is useful in order to avoid the shape of one side of the head to be too different and

ending up either too close or too far from the face and looking weird. As you can see, there's a lot of
details about shape and forms I could cover in depth but I'll leave the rest to you to study and use as

a reference. For this guide I'll cover the most important and somehow basic characteristics that
everyone should know. In the first two cases, I've used white for default shadows and extra colors to

highlight the eye shape. In the third case you can see the range of the colors I was talking about.
Notice that the last is a combination of different colors while the eye shape is highlighted by having

only the white selected. This is how to get an eye shape like the in-game model of Ashley, even
when you're using a preset. The last case in this guide is from Gaints Character creator, this model is

called "Pinch". It's perfect for customized Ash head. This preset is just for a reference of what is
achievable with the guide as I didn't plan to mention what model it has been made from.
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That's the reason why on
all the photos I've taken
since I started making
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these mods, I purposely
placed my character's face

on a direct light, so you
can see the character's
cheeks weren't glowing,
and how I've used the

highlights of her nose to
emulate my own face. I

think it shows nicely how
fleshy and detailed her

cheeks are. The yellow part
above her nostril is usually
where the light is hitting,
without any shadow, no

matter how much shadow I
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set, while the blue is the
result of my friend's

shadows (and the effect
they gave me). Note I've
also used a color (hence

the purple one), and that's
because it corresponds to
a specific color you can
only get from the Junkie

overlay's mask. So even if I
had made my character's

skin look more red, it
wouldn't have the correct
colors. On the other hand,
I've also decided to keep
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that bright sunlight on the
character, just because I
like it that way. Also for

this bright sunlight, I used
different colors, and

everything here is still the
same, just different colors,
you can see how the right

side of the face has a
darker color than the left

side. This is actually
caused by hair being

rendered with the Lighting
Override feature of the

Unigine Engine, which has
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nothing to do with your
character's facial features,
it's more like a self-induced
lighting you can enable. So
here's how you can get a

realistic face, without some
of the problems I pointed

out. Notice how the
eyebrows still have a
shadow even with the

overlay on the eye? That's
the reason why if your

character has eyebrows
like mine, you might want

to make them a little
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shorter and/or flatter,
because even with the
nannies' easy-to-use

settings, they appear to
have a mind of their own
and end up as that sharp

shadow on the eyes.
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